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Can you share your whole equally with 2 people?

If yes, what fraction would one person get if you shared you whole 
equally with 2 people?

Fraction: 

Equivalent Fraction:                        =         

Can you share your whole equally with 3 people?

If yes, what fraction would one person get if you shared you whole 
equally with 3 people?

Fraction: 

Equivalent Fraction:                        =         



Can you share your whole equally with 4 people?

If yes, what fraction would one person get if you shared you whole 
equally with 4 people?

Fraction: 

Equivalent Fraction:                        =         

Can you share your whole equally with 5 people?

If yes, what fraction would one person get if you shared you whole 
equally with 5 people?

Fraction: 

Equivalent Fraction:                        =         



Can you share your whole equally with 6 people?

If yes, what fraction would one person get if you shared you whole 
equally with 6 people?

Fraction: 

Equivalent Fraction:                        =         

Can you share your whole equally with 7 people?

If yes, what fraction would one person get if you shared you whole 
equally with 7 people?

Fraction: 

Equivalent Fraction:                        =         



Can you share your whole equally with 6 people?

If yes, what fraction would one person get if you shared you whole 
equally with 6 people?

Fraction: 

Equivalent Fraction:                        =         

Can you share your whole equally with 7 people?

If yes, what fraction would one person get if you shared you whole 
equally with 7 people?

Fraction: 

Equivalent Fraction:                        =         



Can you share your whole equally with 8 people?

If yes, what fraction would one person get if you shared you whole 
equally with 8 people?

Fraction: 

Equivalent Fraction:                        =         

Can you share your whole equally with 9 people?

If yes, what fraction would one person get if you shared you whole 
equally with 9 people?

Fraction: 

Equivalent Fraction:                        =         
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